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From the Editor
In present times the Real Estate and Architecture segment
is going through a roller coaster.
Real Estate is one of the major deciding factors of a
country’s growth. Over the past few years, the country has
seen tremendous change and growth in the adaption of
technology, which is a great sign of the country’s
development in the Real Estate segment.
In this edition of Architecture India, the cover story
published is covering one of the Architecture sector,
Mr. Gurdeep Aggarwal
“Value Creation through Innovation in Interior Designing”.
Director- Eldrok India
We have discussed in-depth how architects all around the
world are implementing new in Designing and Construction.
In the section, Special Coverage, we are covering two topics i.e. "Sustainable Building &
Construction Material" and also discussed about the “Tech n Tools” that use in
Architecture.
This issue also covers the profiles of the top leading Architectural and Real Estate firms
across India, who have great expertise in the sector as well as have explored, initiated and
tried implementing their ideas. We have also covered their upcoming projects and well
their successfully completed projects, their achievements and the methods and ideologies
they use during their ongoing project designing and planning.
Another section of the Issue also covers all the latest updates and developments from
different parts of the world, which helps our readers to remain abreast about all key
developments in India and globally.
I wish you a happy and interesting reading!!
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Architecture Briefs – National
Infinity residence, a residential project in Parel, Mumbai, to be delivered in Dec 2028:
Infinity associates is coming up with its new
residential project that is "Infinity residence",
located in Parel, Mumbai. The project is a
classic mixture of modern design and
innovations to accommodate comfortable
living. This RERA registered underconstruction project is expected to be
delivered in December 2028. The builder has
used a total area of 1.59 acres of land, which
will accommodate 1 residential towers. The

residential project will have 212 housing units.
The builder has given two options to its buyers
1BHK and 2BHK and the carpet area for 1BHK
will be 333 sq. ft. and for 2BHK will be 666 sq.
ft. The price for the apartments will start from
₹90 Lac and will go up to ₹1.8 crore. The
residents would enjoy the facilities like pool
table, conference room, lift, jogging track, car
parking and many more.

Godrej Royale Woods, a residential project in Devanahalli, Bangalore North, to be delivered in Jan 2026:
The residential project is being developed by
Royale Builder and Godrej Properties in
Devanahalli, Bangalore North. This RERA
registered under-construction project is
expected to be delivered in Jan 2026. The
builder has used a total area of 13 acres,
which will be having 6 residential towers and
19 floors. This residential project will be
having 1678 residential units with 82% of
open area. The builder has given three options
to its buyers1 BHK, 2BHK and 3 BHK. The
carpet area for 1BHK will be 400 - 476 sq. ft.,

for 2BHK will be 521 - 951 sq. ft. and for 3BHK
will be 641 - 1,248 sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start from ₹25 Lakhs and will
go up to ₹50 Lakhs. Godrej Royale Woods
Bangalore North presents a restrictive chance
to possess a staggering home that offers a
wide range of conveniences and offices. This
incorporates an ocean side volley ball court,
center, and
simple admittance to
boundlessness pool. It likewise has a pool, an
elite contribution just for Godrej Royale
Woods inhabitants. Godrej Royale Woods has

an incredible mix of solace and comfort to suit
each prerequisite as well as need.

Pride Atlantic, a residential project in Charholi, Pune, to be delivered by Dec 2025:

Pride Atlantic by Pride Builders LLP is a
residential project in Charholi, Pune. The

project offers apartments that have a
combination of contemporary architecture
and features to provide a comfortable living
environment. This RERA registered underconstruction project is expected to be
delivered in Dec 2025. The builder has used a
total area of 1.36 acres, which will be having 2
residential towers and 23 floors. This
residential project will be having 138
residential units. The builder has given two
options to its buyers 3BHK and 4 BHK

apartments. The carpet area for 3 BHK will be
1,465 sq. ft., and for 4BHK will be 2,207 - 2,247
sq. ft. The price for the apartments will start
from ₹1.28 Cr and will go up to ₹1.90 Cr. Pride
Atlantic Pune presents a restrictive chance to
claim a staggering home that offers a wide
range of conveniences and offices. It likewise
has a pool table, a selective contribution just
for Pride Atlantic inhabitants. Pride Atlantic
has a brilliant mix of solace and comfort to suit
each necessity as well as need

Magnific at TVS Emerald Peninsula, a residential project in, Chennai South, to be delivered by July 2025:
A sublime living experience awaits visitors at
TVS Emerald Peninsula in Manapakkam, a
forthcoming social housing project in
Chennai. This RERA registered underconstruction project is expected to be
delivered in July 2025. The builder has used a
total area of 6.2 acres, which will be having 10
residential towers and 7 floors. This
residential project will be having 392
residential units. The builder has given two
options to its buyers 2BHK and 3BHK
apartments. The carpet area for 2BHK will be
1,124 - 1,243 sq. ft., and for 3BHK will be
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1,407 - 1,848 sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start from ₹95 L and will go
up to ₹1.27 Cr. Magnific at TVS Emerald
Peninsula Chennai South presents a select an
open door to possess a shocking home that
offers a wide range of conveniences and
offices. This incorporates a smaller than
expected theater, pool, and simple
admittance to relax. It likewise has a business
relax, a selective contribution just for
Magnific at TVS Emerald Peninsula
occupants.
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Architectural Briefs - National
ATS Pious Orchards, a residential project Noida, to be delivered by September 2028:
ATS Infrastructure Limited, a Noida based real
estate Construction Company is coming up
with its residential project in Sector-150,
Noida. The name of this residential project is
“ATS Pious Orchards”. The possession will be
delivered by September 2028.This property
provides 3BHK and 5BHK apartments with
carpet area of 2,350 sq. ft. for 3BHK and 3,200
sq. ft. for 5BHK, with price range of Rs.1.3
Crores to Rs.1.95 Crores. ATS Pious Orchards

has been thoughtfully created to provide
buyers with an incredible lifestyle and
convenience. It contains a variety of
amenities such as Amphitheatre, Reflexology
Park, Squash Court, Cricket Pitch and Lawn
Tennis Court as well as all of the other
necessities for residents’ daily requirements.
The project has all of the necessary safety and
security elements in place.

M3M Capital, a residential project in Gurgaon, to be delivered by Feb 2025:
M3M Builder, a Delhi NCR based real estate
construction company is coming up with its
residential project in sector – 113, Gurgaon.
The name of this residential project is “M3M
Capital”. The possession will be delivered by
Feb 2025. The total project area is 25 acres,
which includes 5 towers, 36 floors and 300
units of apartment. This property provides 2
BHK apartments with carpet areas ranging

from 1300 sq. ft. and 3 BHK with the carpet
area of 1650 sq. ft. to 1700 sq. ft., with prices
ranging from Rs.1.58 crores to Rs. 2 crores.
M3M capital has been thoughtfully created to
provide buyers with an incredible lifestyle and
convenience. It contains a variety of amenities
such as a lawn tennis court, Swimming pool,
lounge, restaurant.

Olive Greens, a residential project in Ahmedabad North, to be delivered by June 2026:
In essence, Gota, Ahmedabad North, Olive
Greens is a residential project by Gala Safal
Goyal. The undertaking is approved by Gujrat
RERA. The possession will be delivered by
June 2026. The total project area is 4.41
acres, which includes 9 towers, 14 floors and
460 units of apartment. This property
provides 3 BHK apartments with carpet areas

ranging from 967.9 - 1,190 sq. ft. and 4 BHK
with the carpet area of 1,781.87 - 1,975 sq.
ft., with prices ranging from Rs.90 lakhs to Rs.
2 crores.. Olive Greens has an incredible mix
of solace and accommodation to suit each
prerequisite as well as need. With significant
offices accessible nearby, Gota doubtlessly is
an appropriate spot to call home.

ATS Kingston Heath, a residential project in Noida, to be delivered by August 2026:
ATS group, a Noida based real estate
construction company is coming up with its
residential project in sector - 150, Noida. The
possession will be delivered by August 2026.
The total project area is 34.5 acres, which
includes 9 towers, 28 floors and 479 units of
apartment. This property provides 3 BHK
apartments with carpet area of 2350 sq. ft.
and 4 BHK with the carpet area of 3300 sq. ft.,

with prices ranging from Rs.1.62 crores to
Rs.2.30 crores. ATS Kingston Heath has been
thoughtfully created to provide buyers with
an incredible lifestyle and convenience. It
contains a variety of amenities such as a lawn
tennis court, Swiming pool, Squash court,
Billiards, skating rink and 24/7 water supply
as well as all of the other necessities for
residents' daily requirements

Ashiana Amantran, a residential project in Jaipur, to be delivered by December 2023:
Ashiana Housing Limited, a Jaipur based real
estate construction company is coming up
with its residential project in Vaishali Nagar
Extension, Jaipur. The name of this residential
project is “Ashiana Amantran”. The residents
can move to this apartment by December
2023. The total project area is 8.3 acres,
which includes 9 towers, 14 floors and 280
units of apartment. This property provides 3
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BHK apartments with carpet area of 1665 sq.
ft. to 1870 sq. ft. and 4 BHK with the carpet
area of 2410 sq. ft., with prices ranging from
Rs.76 Lacs to Rs.1.17 crores. Ashiana
Amantran has been thoughtfully created to
provide buyers with an incredible lifestyle
and convenience. It contains a variety of
amenities such as a Cafeteria,
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Architectural Briefs - National
SKA Orion, a residential project in Noida, to be delivered by March 2026:
SKA Orion group, a NCR based real estate
construction company is coming up with its
residential project in sector - 143, Noida. The
name of this residential project is “SKA
Orion”. The possession will be delivered by
March 2026. The total project area is 3.33
acres, which includes 3 towers, 32 floors and
198 units of apartment. This property
provides 3 BHK apartments with carpet area

of 759.93 sq. ft. to 1117.51 sq. ft., with prices
range starts from 80 Lacs. SKA Orion has been
thoughtfully created to provide buyers with
an incredible lifestyle and convenience. It
contains a variety of amenities such as Infinity
pool, Swimming pool, Skating rink, Bar &
Lounge and 24/7 water supply as well as all of
the other necessities for residents' daily
requirements.

Purva Aspire, a residential project in Bavdhan, Pune to be delivered by March 2024:
Purva Aspire in Bavdhan, Pune by
Puravankara is a residential project. The
possession will be delivered by March 2024. A
portion of the significant tourist spots close to
Purva Aspire are Oracle, Ambrosia, Oracle
Park, Shree Krishna Supermarket, Dagde Vasti
BUS STOP, and so forth, Bavdhan without a
doubt is an appropriate spot to call home. The
task offers Apartments with ideal mix of
contemporary design and highlights to give
open to living. The total project area is 2 acres,
which includes 2 towers, 15 floors and 221

units of apartment. This property provides 2
BHK apartments with carpet area of 828 sq. ft.
and 3 BHK with the carpet area of 1152 sq. ft.,
with prices ranging from Rs.1 crore to Rs.1.50
crores. Purva Aspire Pune presents a selective
chance to claim a staggering home that offers
a wide range of conveniences and offices. This
incorporates a pool, card room, and simple
admittance to pergola. It additionally has a
squash court, a selective contribution just for
Purva Aspire occupants.

Samasta, a residential project in Vasna-Bhayli-Road, Vadodara, to be delivered by December 2023:
Situated in Vasna-Bhayli Road, one of the
most dynamic areas of Vadodara,
"SAMASTA", as the name proposes "a world
inside a world" is a G+14 plan by Shreeji
Spacelinks Pvt. Ltd. By December 2023,
possession will be available. Promising an
existence of extravagance, the condos are
painstakingly created with the right blend of
recreation spaces and savvy esteem increases
to make your regular living an everlasting
enjoyment. The total project area is
2.36455464 acres, which includes 4 towers,

14 floors and 112 units of apartment. This
property provides 4 BHK apartments with
carpet area of 2,500 - 2,501 sq. ft. with price
of ₹1.70 crores. Samasta Vadodara presents
a restrictive chance to possess a staggering
home that offers a wide range of
conveniences and offices. This incorporates a
pool, relax, and simple admittance to
evolving region. It additionally has channeled
gas, a select contribution just for Samasta
inhabitants.

Kukreja Classic, a residential project in Sector-16 Sanpada, Mumbai Navi, to be delivered by October 2023:
Kukreja Classic by Kukreja Construction is an
under-development project in Mumbai Navi,
offering extravagance with the mix of
tastefulness and eliteness. This forthcoming
location will be home for planner homes,
guaranteeing solace and prosperity to its
proprietors. Kukreja Classic is planned for
ownership in Oct, 2023 and will offer broad
lofts in different designs. The total project
area is 2.78 acres, which includes 4 towers, 21
floors and 327 units of apartment. This
property provides 2 BHK apartments with
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carpet area of 499 - 529 sq.ft. with price of
₹1.88 crores. Kukreja Classic Mumbai Navi
presents a restrictive chance to claim a
dazzling home that offers a wide range of
conveniences and business amenities. This
incorporates a pool, sun based lighting, and
simple admittance to grill. It likewise has a
pergola, a selective contribution just for
Kukreja Classic inhabitants. Kukreja Classic
has a magnificent blend of solace and
accommodation to suit each prerequisite as
well as need.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Vriddhi Nu Era, a residential project in Dahanukar Colony, Pune, to be delivered by August 2024:
Nuera Heights in Dahanukar Colony, Pune is a
private development. This project offers
Apartments with an ideal mix of
contemporary design and highlights to
facilitate an open concept living space. This is
a RERA registered project. It is currently
under construction and possession will begin
from August 2024. The total project area is
0.18 acres, which includes 1 tower, 7 floors
and 13 units of apartment. This property

provides 2 BHK apartments with carpet area
of 810 sq. ft. and 3 BHK with the carpet area
of 1130 sq. ft., with prices ranging from Rs
1.20 crore to Rs 1.70 crores. Vriddhi Nu Era
Pune presents a selective chance to claim a
staggering home that offers a wide range of
conveniences and offices. This incorporates a
sun based water warming, video entryway
security, and simple admittance to drive back
up lift.

Eiffel Vivassa Estate, a residential project in Gomti Nagar Extension, Lucknow to be delivered by September 2024:
Eiffel Vivassa Estate in Gomti Nagar
Extension, Lucknow by Eiffel Infra designers is
a residential development. Gomti Nagar
Extension is one of the ideal spots to
purchase a home in Lucknow. This is a RERA
registered project and will delivered by Sept
2024. The total project area is 5.6 acres,
which includes 6 towers, 11 floors and 288
units of apartment. This property provides 2

BHK, 3 BHK and 4 BHK apartments. The size
of the Apartment ranges in between 130.0
Sq. mt and 273.6 Sq. mt with prices ranging
from Rs. 50 lacs to Rs. 2 crores. Eiffel Vivassa
Estate Lucknow presents a selective chance
to claim a shocking home that offers a wide
range of conveniences and offices. This
incorporates a pool, sunlight based lighting,
and simple admittance to card room.

Pride Park Titan, a residential project in Marunji, Pune to be delivered by June 2026:
Pride Park Titan is a residential development
in Marunji, Pune. Marunji is one of the ideal
places to purchase a home in Pune. This is a
RERA registered project and will delivered by
June 2026. The total project area is 17 acres,
which includes 15 towers, 23 floors and 1500
units of apartment. This property provides 2
BHK and 3 BHK apartments. The size of the
Apartment ranges in between 720 - 815 sq.ft.
and 970 - 1,225 sq.ft. with prices ranging from

Rs. 75 lacs to Rs.95 lacs. With Pride Park Titan
Pune, you can own an elegant home that
offers a wide range of amenities and facilities.
This incorporates a pool, clothing, and simple
admittance to meeting room. It additionally
has a salon, a select contribution just for
Pride Park Titan inhabitants. Pride Park Titan
has an astounding blend of solace and
accommodation to suit each prerequisite as
well as need.

Folium by Sumadhura Phase 1, a residential project in Whitefield, Bangalore East to be delivered by June 2025:
Folium by Sumadhura Phase 1 is a residential
development in Whitefield, Bangalore.
Whitefield is one of the ideal places to
purchase a home in Bangalore East. This is a
RERA registered project and will delivered by
June 2025. The total project area is 11 acres,
which includes 5 towers, 19 floors and 1100
units of apartment. This property provides 1
BHK, 2 BHK and 3 BHK apartments. The size
of the Apartment ranges in between 372 -

641 sq. ft. and 1,156 - 1,225 sq. ft. with prices
ranging from Rs. 45 lacs to Rs.2 Cr. Folium by
Sumadhura Phase 1 Bangalore East presents
a selective chance to claim a shocking home
that offers a wide range of conveniences and
offices. This incorporates a smaller than usual
theater, transport cover, and simple
admittance to foosball. It additionally has a
characteristic lake, a select contribution just
for Folium by Sumadhura Phase 1 occupants.

Asmi Vinatge by Asmi Group, a residential project in Goregaon (West), Mumbai Andheri-Dahisar to be delivered by
June 2023:
Asmi Vinatge is a residential building in
Goregaon (West), Mumbai Andheri-Dahisar.
The project is being handled by Asmi Group.
The project is RERA registered and will
delivered by June 2023. The total project area
is 0.2 acres, which includes 1 towers, 8 floors
and 30 units of apartment. This property
provides 2 BHK and 3 BHK apartments. The
size of the Apartment ranges in between 413
sq. ft. to 516.24 - 929.04 sq.ft. with prices
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ranging from Rs.1.05 Cr to Rs.1.90 Cr. Asmi
Vinatge Mumbai Andheri-Dahisar presents a
selective chance to claim a dazzling home
that offers a wide range of conveniences and
offices. This incorporates an entry hall,
sewage treatment plant, and simple
admittance to all day, every day water supply.
Asmi Vinatge has an incredible blend of
solace and accommodation to suit each
necessity as well as need.
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Architectural Briefs - National
Gangotree Saleel by Gangotree Greenbuild, a residential project in Sahakar Nagar, Pune to be delivered
by December 2024:
Gangotree Saleel is a residential building in
Sahakar Nagar, Pune. The project is being
handled by Gangotree Greenbuild. The
project is RERA registered and will delivered
by Dec, 2024. The total project area is
0.27389117 acres, which includes 1 towers, 6
floors and 18 units of apartment. This
property provides 3 BHK apartments. The size
of the Apartment ranges in between 967.57 1,147 sq.ft. with prices ranging from Rs.1.80
Cr. A stunning home such as Gontree Saleel

Pune offers all the amenities and facilities you
could ask for. This incorporates a sun
oriented water warming, video entryway
security, and earthquake resistance that is
easily accessible. It likewise has a power back
up lift, a restrictive contribution just for
Gangotree Saleel occupants. Gangotree
Saleel has a fantastic mix of solace and
comfort to suit each prerequisite as well as
need.

Paras Greens, a new residential project in Mundera Bazaar, Allahabad, to be delivered by Nov 2022:
Paras Group Allahabad is coming up with its
new residential project, in Mundera Bazaar,
Allahabad. This is a RERA enlisted and an
under development project with ownership
presented in Nov, 2022. The project is spread
over an all out area of 10.34 acres of land. It
has 75% of open space. Paras Greens has an
aggregate of 2 towers. The development is of
11 floors. An accommodation of 670 units has
been given. The developer has given three
choices to its purchasers 2BHK, 3BHK and

4BHK and the floor covering region for 2BHK
will be 793 sq. ft., for 3BHK will be 1,019.88 1,103 sq. ft. also for 4BHK will be 1,248 - 1,291
sq. ft. Paras Greens value goes from 38 Lacs
to 66 Lacs. Paras Greens offers offices like
Gymnasium and Lift. It also has
accommodations like Badminton court,
Jogging track, Lawn tennis court and
Swimming pool. The project has indoor
activities, for instance, Pool table and it also
offers Car parking.

Skylon, a residential project in Gota, Ahmedabad North, to be delivered by Dec 2025:
Sky Infra is coming up with its new residential
project, as Skylon in Gota, Ahmedabad North.
The housing business sector of Ahmedabad
North shows inspiration with expanding
requests from purchasers and supply from
designers. Ahmedabad North emphatically
affects the realty market. This is a RERA
enrolled and is an under development project
with ownership presented in Dec, 2025. The
project is spread over a complete area of 1.78

acres of land. Skylon has an aggregate of 5
towers. The development is of 7 floors. An
accommodation of 136 units has been given.
The builder is giving 3BHK Apartment whose
construction area will be 1,890 - 2,358 sq. ft.
Skylon value goes from 82 Lacs to 1.10 Cr. The
residents of the society would enjoy the
facilities like Gymnasium, Lawn Tennis Court,
Multipurpose Court, Library, Jogging Track
and some more.

Merlion Galaxia, a new residential project in Pragathi Nagar, Hyderabad, to be delivered by June 2026:
EV Implicit Pragathi Nagar, Hyderabad,
Merlion Galaxia is a residential project by
Merlion Builders. The undertaking is
authorized by Telangana RERA and will
conveyed by June,2026. The venture is
spread over an absolute area of 2.163844991
acres of land. EV 10 Marina Bay has a sum of
1 towers. The construction is of 14 floors. A
convenience of 336 units has been given. The
Apartment are of the 2BHK and 3BHK
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arrangements and the floor covering region
for 2BHK will be 1,275 sq. ft., for 3BHK will be
1,551 - 1,853 sq. ft. The Apartment value goes
from 65 Lakhs to 79 Lakhs. Merlion Galaxia
Hyderabad presents an elite chance to
possess a dazzling home that offers a wide
range of conveniences and offices. Merlion
Galaxia has a brilliant mix of solace and
accommodation to suit each prerequisite just
as need.
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Architectural Briefs – National
Earth Euphoria, a new residential project in Kareli Bagh, Vadodara, to be delivered by Dec 2024:
Earth Euphoria is coming up with its new
residential project, in Kareli Bagh, Vadodara.
Earth Realty has built a name synonymous
with excellence and quality. This is a RERA
enlisted and an under development project
with ownership presented in Dec, 2024. The
project is spread over an all-out area of
1.7217631 acres of land. It has 60% of open
space and an aggregate of 4 towers. The
development is of 13 floors. An
accommodation of 122 units has been given.

This property provides 4 BHK apartments. The
size of the Apartment ranges in between
1,501 - 2,145 sq. ft. with prices ranging from
Rs.1.30 Cr. Earth Euphoria Vadodara presents
a select an open door to possess a dazzling
home that offers a wide range of
conveniences and offices. This incorporates a
pool, theater home, and simple admittance to
sun based lighting. It likewise has a ro
framework, a selective contribution just for
Earth Euphoria inhabitants.

Urban Skyline by Urban Space Creators, a residential project in Ravet, Pune to be delivered by April 2025:
Urban Skyline is a residential building in
Ravet, Pune. The project is being handled by
Urban Space Creators Group. Urban Skyline is
Apartment with a perfect combination of
contemporary architecture and features to
provide a comfortable living environment.
The project is RERA registered and will
delivered by April 2025. The total project area
is 5.91 acres, which includes 4 towers, 40
floors and 2136 units of apartment. This
property provides 2 BHK, 3 BHK, and 4 BHK
apartments. The size of the Apartment

ranges in between 687 - 905 sq.ft. to 1,550 1,644 sq.ft. with prices ranging from Rs.77
Lakhs to Rs.1.60 Cr. A stunning home at
Urban Skyline Pune offers all kinds of
amenities and facilities. This incorporates a
vehicle wash region, boundlessness pool, and
simple admittance to pool. It additionally has
a clinical focus, an elite contribution just for
Urban Skyline occupants. Metropolitan
Skyline has an incredible blend of solace and
comfort to suit each necessity as well as
need.

Gada Anutham, a new residential project in Hadapsar, Pune, to be delivered by June 2025:
Gada Group is coming up with its new
residential project, Gada Anutham in
Hadapsar, Pune. This with different variables
like the foundation improvements prompting
smooth network are liable for the
development of the city. This is a RERA
enlisted and an under development project
with ownership presented in June, 2025. The
project is spread over an all-out area of 1.39
acres of land. Paras Greens has an aggregate
of 4 towers. The development is of 17 floors.

An accommodation of 226 units has been
given. The developer has given two choices to
its purchasers 2BHK and 3BHK and the floor
covering region for 2BHK will be 698 - 810 sq.
ft., and for 3BHK will be 846 - 963 sq. ft. Gada
Anutham Pune presents a select an open
door to claim a shocking home that offers a
wide range of conveniences and offices. This
incorporates a sun based water warming,
seismic tremor safe, and simple admittance
to drive back up lift.

Parklane Lifeseasons, a residential project in Dhanori, Pune, to be delivered by Jan 2026:
Parklane Lifeseasons is a residential
development in Dhanori, Pune. The
undertaking is constructed by Life Seasons
Development. They give 1BHK, 2BHK
residences with all necessities. This Project is
Approved by Maharashtra Rera and will
delivered by January 2026. The builder has
used a total area of 1.53 acres, which will be
having 3 residential towers. This residential
project will be having 364 residential units.
The builder is providing two options to its
buyers, i.e. 1BHK and 2BHK. The carpet area
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for 1BHK will be 379 - 398 sq. ft., and for 2BHK
will be 687 - 696 sq. ft. The price for the
apartments will start from ₹27 Lakhs and will
go up to ₹52 Lakhs. Parklane Lifeseasons
Pune presents a limited opportunity to claim
a shocking home that offers a wide range of
conveniences and offices. This incorporates a
meditation space, a grill area, and simple
admittance to sun oriented water warming. It
additionally has a gazebo, a selective
contribution just for Parklane Lifeseasons
inhabitants
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Architect’s Profile
About
Lipika Sud
Lipika Sud is one of India's leading Interior Designers practicing from Delhi NCR. Known
internationally for her unique design sensibilities, her passion for design reflects in the way
translates it in each and every project, be it Residential, Corporate or a Hotel. Her work spreads
across residences, farmhouses and corporate offices and showrooms. She closely works on
projects like hotels, hospitals and institutions which require interior designing. Her firm also
offers services integration and project management for such projects.
A Design Thinking expert, she is known for her creative imagination, and has designed
several prestigious projects in India and abroad.
Lipika, an alumnus of Sri Ram College of Commerce, and a post graduate from the Indian
Institute of Mass Communication, also holds a degree in Law from The Law faculty, Delhi
University. However, her passion for Design has made her practice Interior Design since
1989 when she opened her own Design company.
She is a Design Strategist and a Trend Analyst and the Founder Director of Lipika Sud
Interiors Pvt. Ltd. Her firm offers interior and furniture designing and styling services and
consultancy services with turnkey design solutions.
She also runs Art n Aura - an Art services company. Her popular campaign "Proud to be
Indian by Lipika Sud" provides Design Intervention to Indian craftsmen and creates Market
Linkages for them thereby keeping the rich Indian Cultural Heritage alive. Currently the
President of the Guild of Designers & Artists, she is also the International Executive Council
Member of SAARC Chamber Women Entreprenuers Council (SCWEC). She has been part of
the National Governing Body Member - FICCI FLO. She is the Co-Chairperson of the IndoAmerican Chamber of Commerce (Infrastructure) and a Past Chairperson of the Institute of
Indian Interior Designers - DRC.

Ms. Lipika Sud
Founder
Lipika Sud Interiors Pvt. Ltd.,
Delhi

“Good design is about understanding people and creating delight and
pleasures for them to cherish.”

Awards

Recipient of several awards, she was honoured with the "FICCI FLO Outstanding Women Achievers Award", the
Udyog Ratan Award, Design Professional of the Year Award and Best Designer for Creative Excellence, Doctor B.R.
Ambedkar National Award, Women Achievers Award by Amity University and many more.
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Architect’s Profile
Lipika Sud is one of India’s leading Interior Designers. Lipika is the Founder Director of ‘Lipika
Sud Interiors Pvt. Ltd’ and has been practicing Interior Design for over two decades (since
1989).
Her unparalleled work earned her the prestigious title of Best Design Professional 2012. Being
the president of The Guild of Designers & Artists and an International Executive Council
Member of SAARC Chamber Women Entrepreneurship council, she is a woman of great
influence and a true inspiration to all. Furthermore, she is passionate about helping humanity
grow through the pearls of wisdom that she puts in her YouTube videos.

Clients

Projects
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Architect’s Profile
About
ARCHANA VAN GILS
AVG Architecture en Interiors is a design studio which was established in Gurugram in the
year 2010 by principal architect Archana van Gils. The team consists of young and dedicated
professionals sharing a passion for design and aim to set new benchmarks in each project.
Their conceptual approach for every project involves in-depth research on the utilization
of space, materials and technology, which leads to the evolution of final design. Over a
span of more than nine years they have successfully completed various architectural and
interior design projects.
Archana gained global exposure by travelling to Indian and international fairs, design
exhibitions, events and by meeting interesting people worldwide. She regularly visits few
of the biggest design and furniture exhibitions and events in the world such as Salone del
Mobile Milan, Italy, Mason & Objet, Paris, France and International furniture fair ,
Guangzhou, China just to name a few. For her, observation is an important aspect to bring
a new idea come to life. The possibilities are endless, so bringing in the right blend of
balance and proportions with a touch an innovative detail can transform a space to stand
test of time. It is not only about making a space look good but how the space
subconsciously settles in one’s memory forever.
Ms. Archana Van Gills
Her ever-changing style has emerged from learning the rules but bending them
Founder - Chief Architect
according to the requirement of design. Her designs have been recognized and published
AVG Architecture en Interiors
on national and international platforms. According to her a good design is everyone’s
right and she is extremely passionate about making her designs accessible to the masses.
Her designs styles are contemporary and minimal which unify clean lines, natural tones
and textures to bring in a subtle opulence. She firmly believes, every day is an incredible opportunity.
“Every space has a body of its own and a good design is the soul, which brings it to life”.

Awards
 MERIT AWARDS AND MARKET RESEARCH (National Award)—India’s most prominent design and Architect awards 2016
for ENSEMBLEE in Master Planning and Interior design
 CIDC VISHWAKARMA NATIONAL AWARD, by the Planning Commission of Govt. Of India 2012- For Best Residential project
category
 CIDC VISHWAKARMA NATIONAL AWARD, by the Planning
 Commission of Govt. Of India 2011- For Best Residential project
 Shortlisted for Vanitha Awards 2018
 Karnataka award for best architectural practise 2018— Architecture/Interior design excellence awards
 Parpidam Award, 2012- Best Residence
 Holcim International Award of Appreciation- 2011
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Architect’s Profile
BY ARCHANA VAN GILS – FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES
BRAND
“It’s
about
time
that
creativity
and
luxury
meet
innovation”
AVG Architecture en Interiors launched their furniture design and production line as a brand “By
Archana van Gils” in 2016. Archana’s relentless passion for furniture designing grew stronger as
she travelled & explored cultures of various countries.
By Archana van Gils furniture brand aims to design contemporary and pragmatic furniture with
innovative details and high quality materials and finishes. They strongly believe in quality rather
than quantity. They are committed to use the best materials to provide durability to their
furniture. Each of their furniture is created with lot of precision and glamour. They stylize their furniture
with new and fresh designs that is worth sharing to the world. Their creative and unique approach for new ideas makes
them stand out from rest of the competitors. They offer subtle luxurious and cosmopolitan lifestyle with a collection ranges from
contemporary to modern style. By archanavangils maybe the newest kid on the furniture brand but they are determined to make
their name for innovative & high-end designs. Furniture is a silent aspect of our lives and its importance can only be felt at its
absence. From a simple coffee table in office to a grand dining table at home, world class furniture always leaves a long lasting
impression.
By archanavangils delivers exclusive & exquisitely made furniture for higher- class. Their mission is to provide comfortable yet
pleasurable designs of furniture. Revamp the classy style to modern age making the best of both worlds when it comes to getting
your furniture. So set your goals to own a masterpiece of art along with comfort in your house.

Key Projects
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Architect’s Profile
About Mohammad Amin Nayyar
Mohammad Amin Nayyar, CEO and founder of ANA Design Studio Pvt. Ltd., is a wellestablished Indian architect with more than 25 years of international experience in design
and engineering of high performance buildings. He graduated from School of Planning and
Architecture, Delhi in 1995. He has been a visiting faculty at S.P.A. Delhi from 2002 to 2007,
at Vastukala Academy from 2005 to 2007, and at Sushant School of Architecture from
2004 to 2007 where he delivered several pragmatic lectures on best practices in building
construction and engineering services.
He established ANA Design Studio Pvt. Ltd. in 1996, an award winning architecture,
engineering and project management consultancy with projects across India, Africa &
Middle East. The firm specializes in high performance building solutions across several
industry verticals. The designs are coherently rooted in the philosophies of ecological
sustainability, cost optimization and building information modeling.
He ensures that the architecture design and building engineering in all projects are
closely knit right from the beginning with a vision to improve upon the last design in
terms of sophistication of engineering, detailing and build-ability.

Mr. Mohammad Amin Nayyar
CEO & Founder
ANA Design Studio PVT Ltd.

Under his leadership, the firm has delivered some prominent projects such as:
 Reliance Technology Group; India’s largest private sector laboratory with 48
super specialty labs in an area of 5,00,000 sqft in Mumbai.
 India’s first LEED Gold certified laboratory: SRL Beas in 2010.
 India’s first LEED Gold Cash and Carry, Carrefour, Meerut in 2014.
 IGBC Gold Rated New Plasser India Manufacturing Facility in 2021
Currently, he is leading projects across India and Africa, of which ‘Landmark Village Mixed Use Development’, a 3 million square
feet waterfront in Lagos, Nigeria, is a prestigious one. Another is for Plasser India, an ongoing railway equipment manufacturing
industry in Gujarat; is going to be India's first climate controlled, Internet of Things (IoT) and Power over Ethernet (PoE)
industrial building.

Speaker at:





NIAD Awards 2021 On 'Impact of BIM on the future of buildings' and 'Post COVID Interior Design Scenario
IIDA Summit'21 on Urban Inserts, Public Buildings, Institutional Buildings.
Autodesk AUIN’19 on 'BIM for The Developing World
Autodesk AUIN’18 on 'Making Places for Making Things.
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Architect’s Profile
Recognitions
2022








Most Innovative Architecture & Design Firm of the Year 2021, at NIAD Awards by Beginup
Top 10 Most Visionary Architect of the Year 2021, at NIAD Awards.
India Architecture Award for Excellent Use of Technology in Urban Design, 2021 by Eldrok India Architecture
Summit
Sustainable Design Architect of the Year 2020 Award by Realtyplus
15th CWAB Architecture Winner 2020 Awards, North India
Most Creative Architecture Firm of the Year 2020, India by Beginup.
FOAID Creative Minds Next Award 2019 for ‘Excellence in Architecture and Design’.

Projects
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Architect’s Profile
About Hema Jamnal
Hema Jamnal, the chief interior designer at HSAA, is rooted in her deep
philosophy and simple lifestyle. She is the developer of the Naveen
Continental Hotel, a freshly constructed commercial building in Prayagraj.
With the ongoing change in the culture, lifestyle, and mindset of new generation
consumers, Naveen Continental sought to make a transformation that would attract new
clientele and fulfill their increasing taste for good interior and architecture, not simply
for delicious cuisine and drinks. Hotel Naveen Continental needs a modification to
provide their customers with something new that would catch their attention and
something they had never seen before. Using her decades of knowledge and expertise,
she captured the essence of Prayagraj in that hotel, let’s have a look at her perspective
on the hotel’s restaurant.

Know H.S Ahuja and Associates:
All great designs begin with a story, ours began with a passion to create beautiful spaces.
Ms. Hema Jamnal
HSAA began its journey in the year 1987 at the heart of INDIA "Delhi". Where we started
Principal Interior Designer
undertaking turnkey interior design work for newly-built structures and restoration
H.S Ahuja and Associates
projects. The bedrock of our success is our dedicated team, craftsmen, and our creative
professionals. With decades of experience in the interior design industry, we believe that perfection comes from working together
and our team works in sync to give life to a design.
We have learned that uncompromising quality is a constant for success at design, every aspect of the design is executed precisely
with great attention to detail. With the insight of our expert interior designer Ms.HEMA, we have produced over 500 projects with
varied outreach in designs that have proven exceptional. They say that quality is not an act but a habit a maxim that we at HSAA
hold close to our hearts. Our work process is well defined to meet the timelines that have been promised to our clients.

Leading the Way
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Architect’s Profile
Awards
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Projects Snippets
Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

GK Raj CASA Grande
GK Developers
Residential
2023
1.65
63
Hyderabad

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Realtech Nirman Curiocity
Classic
Realtech Nirman PVT. Ltd

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

M3M Height
M3M Builder
Residential
2028
2
9.3
Noida

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Eldeco Acclaim
Eldeco Sohna Projects Pvt Ltd
Residential
2025
0.98
7
Gurgaon

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

ATS Pious Orchards
ATS Infrastructure Ltd.
Residential
2022
1.07
4.1
Chennai

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

SKA Orion
SKA Orion Group
Residential
2026
3.5
24.1
Noida

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Purva Aspire
Purva Group
Residential
2024
1.5
3.18
Pune

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

The Decks & EWS
BPTP Limited
Residential
2022
38
7.18
Zirakpur

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Gangotree Saleel
Gangotree-Greenbuild
Residential
2024
1.8
6
Pune

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Paras Greens
Rise Project
Residential
2022
0.7
10.34
Allahabad
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Residential
2025
0.51
180
Kolkata
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Projects Snippets
Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Skylon
Sky Infra
Residential
2025
5.9
4.78
Ahemdabad

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Merlion Galaxia
Merlion Builders
Residential
2026
0.79
2.1
Hyderabad

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Earth Euphoria
Earth reality
Residentail
2024
1.3
1.72
Vadodra

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Urban Skyline
Urban Space Creators
Residential
2025
1.6
11.92
Ravet

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

GADA Anthuam
GADA Group
Residential
2025
1.8
1.39
Pune

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Parklane Life seasons
Life Seasons Development
Residential
2026
0.52
1.3
Pune

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Eiffel Vivassa Estate
Vivassa Estate
Residentail
2024
2
5.6
Lucknow

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Pride Park Titan
Godrej Properties
Residential
2025
0.95
17
Pune

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Folium
Samudra Phase 1
Residential
2024
2
0.83
Bangalore

Project Name
Builder Name
Type of Project
Year of Completion
Estd Cost (Rs. Cr)
Area (Acres)
City

Asmi Vintage
Asmi group
Residential
2024
1.9
0.9
Mumbai
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Cover Story –Value Creation through Innovation in Interior Designing
Introduction to Interior Designing
The impact of a positive, visually pleasing setting is undeniable—we would rather be in a bright, colourful, and properly
ornamented room than one that is boring, dark, and lifeless on any given day. That's why transforming a standard
room into a workspace that may serve as a heaven for all of your creative processes is a daunting endeavour. The
interior designer's mission is to turn any place into your possible hideaway from the ground up. Your designer will
ensure that you obtain comfort as well as style, from selecting the proper colour palette to ensuring that their
creations are not only attractive but also useful. Let's start by defining what interior design is in the first place, before
we give you a brief crash course in all there is to know about interior design and its various nooks and corners. Interior

design entails a wide range of abilities: from comprehending fabrics and their workability in a blueprint to ensuring
that a design complies with local norms and laws, an interior designer is expected to know all that is inside and outside
any solid structure. Institutes are now attempting to keep up with the developments by offering courses that mix
complimentary subjects such as architecture and design. The main distinction between an interior designer and an
interior decorator is their educational background. A decorator chooses which accessories, artwork, paints, and other
materials can be used to enhance an area. A designer, on the other hand, must consider not only the visual aspect of
the space but also the structural workings of the structure after getting a degree in courses connected to the subject
of interior design. This entails determining where different electricity lines run, which pipeline is connected to which
side (during the design of washrooms and kitchens, for example), and so on. However, an interior designer is frequently
also the space's decorator. Designers use a diverse combination of abilities and technological expertise to create
settings that anticipate our requirements and appeal to our emotions. Since its inception as a profession in the early
twentieth century, interior design has evolved considerably. Interior designers today collaborate with contractors,
architects, engineers, artisans, furniture merchants, and company and home owners. You'll need a well-rounded
education and the ability to work across multiple disciplines to be a good interior designer (architecture; graphic
design; decorative arts; and textile, furniture, and lighting design).
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Cover Story –Value Creation through Innovation in Interior Designing
History of Interior Designing
Designing and decorating one's home has been a long-standing practise in many civilizations, but where did it all begin?
The most frequently accepted answer is Egyptian civilisation, whose citizens were renowned to decorate their
dwellings with exquisite metal objects, bright paintings, and even animal skin furniture. Homes were built in harmony
with the other houses in the hamlet, and each building had an intricate water system running through it. The Romans
applied similar principles, equating a luxury dwelling to a person's social rank. During Europe's Medieval Era, the same
concept evolved into a distinct style. The emergence of Christianity saw the widespread use of white, crimson, and
purple colours, as well as simple timber panelling and marble flooring. The Dark Ages, on the other hand, carried with
them an overall air of sobriety, to the point where even the wealthy and famous began to tone down their decor.

With the arrival of the Renaissance period (a French word that means "rebirth") in the 15th and 16th centuries,
however, came an inflow of elegant and luxurious designs, with complex carvings on oak panels and room dividers
painted with scenes from the Bible and other holy writings. Furniture and tableware, for example, would be crafted
from the highest quality materials. Some of the most notable aspects of the Baroque era of design were stained glass
mosaics, frescoes (ceiling paintings), and ornately twisted pillars. This aesthetic pervaded everything from interior
design to architecture, clothing, and art, to name a few. The source of this panache was in the art schools of 17th
century Italy. We're looking at the origins of interior design history and the seven iconic decorators who created a
name for themselves as the business began to gain traction in the early 1900s. Here's all you need to know about
interior design, from the Ancient Egyptians to the birth of modern times. Let's start with the basics of interior design
services, which may seem a little basic. The art and science of improving the interior of a room in order to produce a
polished and aesthetically acceptable atmosphere is known as interior design. An interior designer is someone who
has been taught to carry out plans, do research, organise projects, and manage them with authority.
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Cover Story –Value Creation through Innovation in Interior Designing
Interior design was born out of an instinct to strictly coordinate with the architecture of buildings before it became a
profession. The rise of middle-class society and the appeal of sophisticated architecture during the industrial
revolution ushered in the profession of interior design. The pursuit of the most efficient use of space, as well as a focus
on user well-being and functional design, continues to drive the evolution and life-enhancing potential of today's
iteration of the interior design profession. Interior design, on the other hand, is distinct from the work of an interior
decorator, a term that is more widely used in the United States. In the United Kingdom, the word interior decorator is
less widely used because the field of interior design is still unregulated and, unfortunately, not considered a recognised
profession.

Interior decorating was consigned to the homemaker or a professional upholsterer or artisan who could safely advise
based on their aesthetic sense for a home's interior design through the 17th and 18th centuries and into the initial
part of the 19th century. Architects would, incidentally, enlist the help of craftsmen and artisans to design the interiors
of their structures. Interior design dates back to the Ancient Egyptians, who adorned their primitive mud homes with
animal skins, simple textiles, graphic biographical and spiritual murals, sculptures, and painted urns, among other
things. Ornate gold decorations and trinkets discovered in Egyptian tombs (such as King Tutankhamen's) demonstrated
the need for more distinctly expensive adornment to represent the wealthier and more powerful Egyptians.

How Interior Designing will change after COVID
What will change now

ADDING Antibacterial
Materials
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BRINGING CALM Home
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Cover Story –Value Creation through Innovation in Interior Designing
Adding Antibacterial Materials
If you're doing your bit and keeping a safe distance from the outside world, you might notice minor aspects about your
home or apartment that you hadn't considered previously, such as how to maintain your home as clean as possible
during the coronavirus outbreak. There are a few materials that are more sterile than others that we can utilise, and
they will be used much more in the future of design.
Copper, brasses, and bronzes are natural antibacterial
materials with inherent characteristics to kill a wide variety
of germs. These metals are not only hygienic, but they also
add warmth to your home.
Quartz is one of the toughest non-precious stones on the
planet, making quartz countertops extremely durable, stain
and scratch resistant, and sanitary. Quartz is already
popular, and it will become even more so after the
Coronavirus. Bamboo, oak, and cork are examples of woods
that inhibit the growth of bacteria and germs. Warmer
lighter oak woods for flooring are a favourite of ours, and
we believe they will continue to be popular in home design.

Separating Spaces
During the quarantine, we were compelled to create a barrier
between each other – and the outside world – in order to
prevent the virus from spreading. Separate spaces and rooms
for different activities, as well as some breathing room for
families, will become increasingly crucial in home design. Here
are some of the ways that floorplans will change in the future.
A separate "casita" or guest house suite might be useful for
isolating an unwell person or providing greater distance and
privacy for guests.
Office and study spaces are more important than ever. As more
of us work (and learn) from home, having a dedicated office
and study space is becoming increasingly important. Many of
us had to swiftly transform areas and rooms into our own home offices, emphasising the necessity of having our own
place. Homes featuring various work places, such as libraries and study areas, will be more popular in terms of design.
To keep everyone entertained, many locations for activities and entertainment, such as home gyms, media rooms,
and game rooms, will be required. We've found ourselves with a lot of free time as a result of the pandemic, so whether
it's a family game night or a workout, the necessity for a space for everyone at home has only grown.

Bringing Home Calm
Our living environments have a significant impact on our physical and mental wellbeing (especially during his time). As
a result, creating places that stimulate our senses in a positive way, increase relaxation, and provide health and
wellness advantages to those who use them will continue to be significant. Here are a few ways of life that we believe
will endure.
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The importance of incorporating nature will be reinforced in a variety of ways. Using colours that represent the natural
environment and wider windows with vistas outside. Having a lot of greenery in our homes is also an obvious and
simple way to boost our general happiness (along with lots of health benefits).

An increase in efficiency. Being isolated at home forces us to consider what is truly essential. Clutter can lead to feelings
of uneasiness and discomfort, which are more unwelcome than ever. As a result, de-cluttering, clever storage, and
built-in shelving and areas for keeping goods organised will be highlighted.
Interiors will undoubtedly exude a sense of security and calm. When the world is full of uncertainty, having a location
that feels like an escape from it all, with soft and comfy materials, bright colours, and soothing feelings, will be a design
must.

Importance of Interior Designing
The Greeks were so enamoured by beauty that they coined the term "aesthetics" to describe it. The word underwent
a number of changes before becoming known as aesthetics today. Aesthetics refers to the study of beauty and
appearance. We strive to maintain this aesthetics in our lives and environments, and it has an effect on our mood and
feelings. Interior design can serve to improve our spirits as well as successfully maximise the space in our homes by
making the most of what we have.
Interior design is very significant in our lives today, as it helps us to live a more modern and contemporary lifestyle.
Not only that, but it also introduces us to elegance and comfort, as well as increasing our life's functionality. Interior
designers are one of the most significant elements when it comes to interior design. Designers put their best foot
forward to ensure that the public understands and appreciates the value of their work. When it comes to designing
the right homes and structures, designers understand their clients' needs and follow their hearts.
They share their experiences and assist others in making decisions based on their preferences. Interior designers
ensure that the interior spaces they create are always useful, safe, and attractive for various types of structures,
including homes, supermarkets, businesses, malls, coffee shops, and restaurants. Interior designers have complete
control over the colours, materials, textures, furniture, flooring, wallpaper, lighting, and other elements used in any
interior space or building. This shows the significance of interior design.
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In the long run, investing in effective interior design adds value. An interior designer is well-versed in the many types
of fixtures, lighting, draperies, paint, sofa patterns, and carpets that should be used in different areas of a home. When
homeowners try to save money by not employing a professional interior designer, they often end up spending more
time figuring out what to put in and how to put it in correctly.

A skilled interior designer will also assist you in saving money by assisting you in selecting the best materials, fixtures,
and furniture that you can afford based on your present budget. This will save you money on expensive renovations
and remodelling once you move into your new house.

How Interior Designing will change the architecture form
Both the terms "architect" and "interior designer" can be used interchangeably to describe professionals who work in
the field of space design. To the general public, the distinction between the two is hazy at best: Architecture is the
construction of an outside shape, while Interior Design is the decoration of a bare shell to turn it into a liveable
environment. Although there is evident overlap between the two disciplines, they are defined by their unique design
focus. Architecture is primarily concerned with the science, engineering, and technical knowledge required for building
construction. Interior design also include the ergonomics required for pleasant habitation, furnishing, and lighting
design.
Across these areas, the goal is to find the best design solutions while pushing the boundaries of space, form, and
material research. Designed thinking isn't restricted to formal schooling; it may be applied to a variety of creative
fields. Despite the fact that architects and interior designers are completely capable of completing all aspects of design
projects, the collaborative process enables for fresh ideas and views to emerge from their areas of competence.
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Special Coverage – Sustainable Building & Construction Material
Introduction to Sustainable Building
The term "sustainable building" refers to all aspects of the construction process, as well as phases in the life cycle of
infrastructure projects. From the initial planning (route study/environmental impact report) to the construction,
usage, and demolition of the structures, as well as the recycling of the materials. When the potential to avoid pollution,
resource exhaustion, and landscape attacks in all of these phases have been maximised, sustainable building can be
said to have been achieved. It strikes a balance between utility, the environment, nature and the landscape, as well as
welfare and the economics. Each stage of the construction process serves as a warm-up for the next. Environmental
impact in later phases are influenced by decisions made in previous phases. A ‘green' building is one that, by its design,
construction, or operation, reduces or eliminates negative affects on our climate and natural surroundings while also
having the potential to create positive ones. Green buildings help to protect the environment while also improving our
quality of life.

Any structure, whether it's a home, an office, a school, a hospital, a community centre, or anything else, can be a green
building if it has the criteria stated above. It is important to note, however, that not all green buildings are – or need
to be – the same. Different countries and areas have different climatic conditions, cultures and traditions, different
types and ages of buildings, and different environmental, economic, and social concerns, all of which influence their
approach to green building. A sustainable building, also known as a green building, is the result of a design philosophy
that focuses on improving resource efficiency — energy, water, and materials — while lowering building impacts on
human health and the environment through the course of the structure's lifecycle, through better siting, design,
construction, operation, maintenance, and removal. Though the term "green building" can be construed in a variety
of ways, the general consensus is that it should be planned and operated to reduce the total impact of the built
environment on human health and the natural environment by utilising energy, water, and other resources efficiently,
protecting occupant health and increasing employee productivity, and reducing waste, pollution, and environmental
degradation.
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Benefits of Sustainable Construction Material
1. Low Maintenance and Operation Cost
Green buildings have special features that ensure
that resources like water and energy are used
efficiently. Green buildings, for example, greatly
reduce the amount of power consumed in lighting
systems by employing task lighting strategies and
allowing plenty of natural light; this allows users to
save up to a third of their water and energy
expenses. Given that operation and maintenance
expenditures can account for up to 80% of a
building's lifetime costs, lowering these costs
boosts the revenue of building owners who collect
rent from their properties. Even though green
buildings are slightly more expensive to build than their non-green counterparts, their lower operation and
maintenance expenses make them significantly more cost effective in the long run.

2. Energy Efficiency
Green building designers strive to limit reliance on nonrenewable energy
sources such as coal as much as feasible. To that purpose, they install
solar panels to harness the sun's energy and design windows to let in as
much natural light as possible, reducing the need for artificial lighting;
these and other measures ensure that the building consumes energy
efficiently. Because non-renewable energy sources are expensive and
destroy the environment, energy efficiency is critical not only for the user
but also for the entire planet.

3. Enhances Indoor Environment Quality
The quality of an indoor environment is determined by the conditions
inside a building and how they affect the structure's occupants. Lighting,
ergonomics, climatic conditions, and air quality are all factors to consider.
The health of the building's residents is protected, stress is reduced, and
their quality of life is improved when the indoor environment is of high
quality. Green buildings do this by incorporating movable windows that
let in as much natural light as possible and limiting the use of materials
that may emit harmful substances.

4. Material Efficiency
Material efficiency refers to the use of physical processes and materials in such a way that the least amount of material
is used while maintaining the quality of the end product; processes should also generate as little waste as possible.
Green building companies use long-lasting materials, recycle and reuse some products, design buildings in a way that
allows for the use of fewer materials, and use processes that use less water, raw materials, and energy to achieve
material efficiency. All of these factors contribute to material efficiency.
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5. Reduces Strain on Local Resources
As the population grows, local shared resources such as water and energy become increasingly scarce. Green
buildings can alleviate this stress by employing technologies and processes that improve water and energy efficiency.

Green Building & Construction Material in India
1. The Rajiv Gandhi airport, which opened in 2008, is one of
India's most prominent examples of environmentally
conscious infrastructure design and management. The
airport, which covers 2223 hectares, has a capacity of 12
million passengers and 0.3 million tonnes of cargo per
year.
2. The Suzlon one earth campus in Pune is regarded as one
of the world's greenest corporate campuses. On-site
hybrid wind turbines, solar panels, and photovoltaic cells generate 7% of the energy consumed by the campus.
The remaining 93 percent comes from off-site wind turbines. The total amount of renewable energy used in the
building is 154.83KW.
3. The infinity benchmark is a 20-story structure with a total floor area of 560,000 square feet in Salt Lake City,
Kolkata. The company is the city's first LEED platinum-certified building. Since its conception, the design has
stood for the efficient use of resources, the development of new green energy sources, and environmental
protection.
4. In 2004, the ITC Green Center became
India's first LEED platinum-certified corporate
building, and it was also the largest platinumrated green building, with a floor space of
170,000 square feet. The majority of the
façade
was
constructed
using
environmentally friendly materials such as
fly-ash-based concrete and glass with 19
percent recycled content. 10% of the overall
resources used were either reprocessed or
obtained from other ruined sites.
The CII-Sohrabji Godrej Green Business Centre (GBC) in
Hyderabad's cyber city was established with the goal of teaching
the public about the importance of sustainable and green
development. The facility was the first LEED Platinum building in
India and the first LEED Platinum project outside of the United
States. The construction is in the flattened area of the site, at the
centre. Thick vegetation was established immediate to its
surroundings, to decrease heat gain and pollution.
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Architecture Firm’s Profile
About RTA Private Limited
RTA an architectural and design consultancy firm was established in 2002 by Architect Rahul tyagi.
Based out of Delhi NCR, the firm specialises in architecture, interiors and project management
consultancy. RTA has since its inception provided services to various prestigious Government, public
and private sector organisations ranging from mega residential to institutional projects Pan-India.
RTA with its highly motivated and technically qualified team has successfully delivered approximately 5000+ apartments covering
more than 5 million sq fts of built up space.

Vision:
To be viewed as a respected architectural firm, providing high
quality design and services to our clients with honesty and
integrity.

Mission:
It’s our mission at RT & Associates Pvt. Ltd. to provide client
focused services through our responsible practice of
Architecture. Our tradition of dedication, professionalism and
outstanding customer services are a testament to that mission
as we strive each day for excellence in bringing our valued
clients’ ideas to life.
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Few Prestigious Clients:
RTA has worked for many prestigious Government, Public and Private sector companies. It offers a
myriad of architectural design and development services for bungalows, hospitals, hotels, corporate
offices, banking and financial institutions, commercial complexes, shopping malls, educational
institutions, recreational centres, sports centres, airports, townships, railway stations, low-cost
housing projects, and civil redevelopment and infrastructure projects.
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About Designicon Architect
Established in 2001, Designicon as a professionally managed company offering
comprehensive design consultancy services for Planning, Architecture and Interior
Design. Our rich and varied experience allows us to handle different types of projects - from large Infrastructure like Airports,
Heliports, Townships, Hospitals, Embassies, Mass Housings, Shopping malls with Multiplexes, IT/Office Buildings, co-working
spaces and Interior Design for Residence, Workplace, Retail and Hospitality. We operate from our office in Gurgaon, Haryana.
However, we provide our services all over India.
Our vision is to be the best in the business. To us that means continuously setting new benchmarks for customer satisfaction,
employee fulfillment and financial performance. To help realize our vision, we have structured our firm to be responsive flexible
and personalized in the services, we provide. We assure quality services and timely project completion.
To help realize our vision, we have structured our firm to be responsive, flexible and personalized in the services we provide. We
assure quality services and timely project completion. We seek to retain and recruit talented professionals dedicated to providing excellent communication and project performance to our customers.
We offer consultancy at any stage of the project and up to any specific level. This allows the clients to have complete flexibility
and wider operational choice. We value our new and long-term customers, some of whom have been with us since the inception
of our firm. Our vision, integrity, sincerity and endeavor to continually improve, help us maintain our previous clients and attract
new clients. We embrace the challenge to prove ourselves as a premier full service firm providing creative solutions to your
architectural, interior design and urban management problems.

Leadership
Sandeep Sharma
Graduated from The College of Architecture, Nasik in 1995. Sandeep has accumulated a varied experience by working on select
Planning & Research projects like Embassies, Hospitals, Hotels, Farmhouses, Residences and various Interior Design jobs.
Sandeep’s experience in designing and delivering both large & small scale projects enables him to bring efficient working process,
lateral thinking & exceptionally innovative designs. His ability to balance organization and creativity, flexibility and focus has
yielded exceptional results on some of the firm’s most challenging assignments.

Subhash Menon
Graduated from the Department of Architecture, Bengal Engineering College and thereafter came to New Delhi to seek a career.
He has gained varied experiences on various architectural, landscape and planning projects. He is responsible for the continual
dissemination of information, knowledge and skills throughout the firm, ensuring that every client benefits from the strength of
the entire practice. He is highly regarded for his abilities combined with his meticulous management of every phase of a project
and ensures that Designicon projects move ahead smoothly from conceptual design through the construction phase to
completion of the project ensuring quantitative & qualitative objectives are fully realized with strict adherence to the project
design, budget & scheduling.

Key Clients
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Few of the Projects by Designicon

Awards:
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About Studio K.I.A
At KIA, we create, inspire and achieve. We seek inspiration from the nature around us which offers
a varied palette of colors, shapes, forms and textures to innovatively create specific design
solutions for each project. Over the last 38 years of its existence, KIA has designed projects of all
types and magnitudes. It is spearheaded by Rajiv and Sabeena Khanna, graduates from the
prestigious college of architecture, Chandigarh, the world famous city created by the renowned
master architect, Le Corbusier. Team KIA consists of independent project teams spearheaded by
experienced, responsible and sensitive professionals from the fields of architecture, design,
engineering, management & planning who collectively create projects that influence the
environment. The studios buzz with unbridled creativity where enthusiastic talent works to produce meaningful spaces.
Our greatest strength lies in our creative design potential, varied experiences of each team member, their unified talent strength
and their commitment to deliver quality. Whether it be designing a township of 1000 acres or a retail environment, an
amusement park facility or a family entertainment center, multi storied condominiums or a highway hotel, each project is
handled with utmost care and attention is given to the minutest detail. Time & quality is the essence at Studio KIA.
Our Profile:
 Spearheaded by professionals from the field of architecture, engineering & planning.
 The principals have a collective experience of over 140 years.
 Project profile includes work with real estate funds & large developers, renowned hospitality chains, housing development
authorities as well as the government
 Delivery strength, adherence to timelines & professional competence converts into client confidence.
Our Experience:
 Over three decades of designing meaningful architecture through professional existence.
 Studio K.I.A is a business consultancy firm providing multi-disciplined technical services to the built environment.
 Studio K.I.A. has a very versatile portfolio of projects.
 Studio K.I.A. has lent design expertise to all disciplines and project types.
Our Expertise:
 Master Planning, Townships & Urban Design projects
 Institutional and I.T. projects
 Residential Developments
 Retail Environments, Amusement Attractions, Entertainment Centers
 Resorts & Hospitality sector
 Studio K.I.A. takes great pride in all projects done in India and globally
 Rendering services for multiple projects with clients.
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Key Projects:
Emaar MGF, Palm Drive, Gurgaon
The Palm Drive is situated only 15 mins. From the IGI Airport, in Gurgaon. It is located in a serene
sanctuary setting and enjoys wide open spaces & a fresh green environment. It is the citys' most
desired address with the Sky Terraces offering amazing 180 degree views of the surroundings.
Highly functional layouts comprise of Villas, Sky Terraces in Iconic Towers, Premier Terraces in
Joint Towers, Palm Studio, Palm Enclave and stackable Homes. To make the community vibrant
and exciting, quality of life has been ensured by the provision of club lounge and café, games
room, pool and other recreational activities.

SARE, Royal Greens, Gurgaon
42 acres of residential development is being developed in phases in sector 92 Gurgaon. High-rise and mid-rise apartments with
2 BHK, 3 BHK & 4 BHK are on offer. Large open greens and community spaces lend this project a unique charm.

SARE, Club, Gurgaon
Gurgaon’s finest Club is sited within sprawling 7-acres of landscaped greens with pools, amphitheatre, banquet lawns, tennis
courts, roller skating, jogging trail, sit out decks, etc.
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About R D Design Atrium, New Delhi
RD Design Atrium is an architecture and urban planning firm based in Delhi-NCR with projects
spanning across India offering consultancy for Architecture, urban planning, urban design,
interiors, and landscape. The firm was established in 2009 and renamed as “RD Design Atrium” in
2017. The firm was set up with the basic idea of raising the standards of architecture and urban
planning in India and to formulate innovative spatial solutions while simultaneously minimising
environmental impacts. We undertake projects ranging from different fields and scales of design
and planning such as residential, hospitality, industrial, institutional, commercial, corporate, IT
parks, townships etc. We also provide project management services.

Philosophy:




As part of our design philosophy we strongly believe that design is like a natural flow, one need to psychologically and
creatively immerse oneself into the realms of not only client but also the community for a masterpiece design. We
always strive to develop a unique dialogue and harmony of materials in all our projects to create adaptive and sensitive
architecture.
We are a team of professionals from reputed institutions such as IIT, S.P.A., KIT (Germany). We are of the belief that
enhancement of architecture education requires equal contribution from the profession, thus every year we provide
internship opportunities to young and talented under-graduate students.

Vision:
We are a team of motivated professionals who are keen to dedicate themselves intensely to complex and convoluted spatial
issues from a creative and academic point of view and evolving spatial solutions which will illustrate client’s values and
individuality. All our projects incorporate unique design initiatives meeting client’s needs with least impact over environment
and society.

Mission:
Deliver enhanced value and superior project experience. It's important for us to maintain honesty, ethical behaviour,
accountability and integrity. We are obligated to create an environment that helps to foster growth and development of our
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Services Offered:
ARCHITECTURE

INTERIOR DESIGN

URBAN PLANNING

URBAN DESIGN

Core Team:
Founder- Dalvir Singh Dabas
Dalvir Dabas is the founder of RD Design Atrium. He is a seasoned professional with more than 30 years of experience in the
field of architecture. His perspective towards design is quite unique and always comes up with innovative design solutions. He
is a source of inspiration for all member of RD Design Atrium. His work ethics and passion towards work inspire one and all.
Partner- Rohit Dabas.
Rohit Dabas is a partner in RD Design Atrium. He is a young professional with more than 5 years of experience, involved in design
development of projects and is also a part of urban planning projects. He is an alumnus of I.I.T.-Roorkee and also Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology- Germany. He possesses rich international exposure, is well versed with the architectural and cultural
diversity across the globe and is a recipient of the prestigious student exchange scholarship known as DAAD: IIT Masters
Sandwich Scholarship and also a DAAD Young Ambassador. He is also associated as Mentor of Change with Niti Aayog under the
Atal Innovation Mission.
Partner- Rahul Gupta
Rahul Gupta is a partner in RD Design Atrium. Highly skilled and enthusiastic professional with more than 10 years of experience
in architecture and other allied services. He has handled various large scale projects such as multistoried group housing,
commercial, institutional, hotels and many others.
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Special Coverage- Tech & Innovation
Technology Trends in Architecture
This has been an astonishing 10 years in the area of innovation, all the more so for the modelers. Saving us from the grisly work of hand drawn
sheets, first, programming, for example, Autocad was presented during the 80s and from that point forward umimagianbe strategies and
innovations have arisen that have fundamentally altered the manner in which we check plans out. While some are old and some genuinely new,
none are utilized so a lot. How about we investigate how a portion of these advancements can help us immensely to provide not just the clients
with an encounter of our plan yet additionally assist us designers with imagining them better.

Digital Twins:
The concept of a digital twin can be described as the representation of a real-world system in
a digital format. Advanced twins are connected to their certifiable equals and are utilized to
concentrate on the framework and answer changes, work on the frameworks or enhance
them. Associations through this can assist with picturing the information and can answer by
applying the right examination. For design, this implies having an all admittance to asfabricated models that are continually synchronized with the equal continuous. Progress can
be observed by organizations against the product in 4D BIM model.

Drone Technology:
Drones are flying gadgets without a human pilot however remotely guided through pre-modified
directions. They can be furnished with GPS, on board PCs, equipment, gadgets, sensors,
stabilizers, auto-pilots, servo regulators, and some other hardware the client wants to introduce.
Designers can utilize aeronautical photography or video catch to follow the advancement of the
development and can work together over unambiguous regions with their group or clients.
Because of their little size and simple mobility, it turns out to be not difficult to get to
troublesome spots with the assistance of robots.

Architecture Robot:
The utilization of robots in engineering has still not been investigated so a lot. They can be utilized
to screen our regular day to day existences to work on our surroundings. For instance,
Researchers from the National University of Singapore have made a gathering of automated
swans that are intended to screen the nature of freshwater lakes and supplies - like degrees of
broken down oxygen or chlorophyll - while mixing in with the common habitat. The utilization of
robots should likewise be possible for developments for a strategy as straightforward as laying
blocks.
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FUZOR:
FUZOR is ideally suited for planners since it extraordinarily accelerates the interaction to get
plans into augmented reality. It imagines the task from applied plan to development. Fuzor is
fit for consolidating huge 3D models, point cloud information and the task timetable to form
the development procedure and produce definite technique articulations. It is explicitly
intended to make preparing material to all the more likely set up your coordinated factors and
field laborers for the place of work.

Touchable Holograms:
This an innovation for designers to watch out for. Envision having the option to see the
venture, however feel it too - choosing different wood grains, divider surfaces, or furniture
textures. This innovation, designed in Japan, is as yet being refined as time passes. It is an
absolute necessity have as it is ideal to show clients who can get the look and feel of your plan
right from the PC projection. It permits one to control your plan with human hands, yet that
plan being projected is 3D augmented simulation! So, how does it work? When a someone’s
hand comes into contact with the 3D image in the second box, the hologram produces
ultrasonic radiation force. Therefore, the operators feel like they are actually touching the
object in real, which gives it a more practical sense.

Matterport
Matterport is a product that permits a 3D camera to be joined with an iPad upheld app.This
programming can look over to 1,000 square feet in a half-hour making it fast and exact. This
product permits the board and dissemination of 3D models. This aides in teaming up over
3D spaces on a work area or cell phone. This is helpful to clients at having the option to
reconsider a current structure without any problem. Matterport gives an assortment of
administrations and items. The organization's essential administrations, in any case, are
Matterport Cameras and Matterport Cloud. Matterport Cameras are three camera types
that clients need to buy to catch the 3D models - called Matterport Space - and store it in
Matterport's foundation.

Parametric Designs:
This is one region that is gaming energy in design now. In this, originators utilize algorithmic
reasoning as announced boundaries to plan a structure. The object is to encode a connection
among goal and reaction in plan. Parametric plan includes controls of complicated designs
and calculations. It is essentially a shape being constrained by planners while demonstrating
in 3D. Straight lines, sharp corners, and intense points were the backbone of previous styles.
On the other hand, parametrises fixates on freestyle design ideas. Clearing lines, bends, and
unpredictable shapes give each building character. Such plans could look modern or even
extraordinary. Parametric plan has been the most discussed plan approach among
draftsmen.

3D Printing
Three-dimensional printing is one of the decade's most popular and widely used technologies.
It's an older technology than the others. 3D printers are already being used by many colleges
and architecture firms. You might even have one at home for personal usage. However, this is
one of the most divisive technologies, since some see it as the start of the third industrial
revolution, while others merely see it as a method with limitations. Because you can develop
an object from the bottom up, layer by layer, using computer-controlled equipment, 3D
printing is considered additive production. The software is used by the computer-controlled
equipment to transform your 3D digital model into 3D printer machine print instructions.
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Architectural Facts

Radio City Music Hall, the world's largest movie
theatre, opened in December 1932 in New York
City. The original seating capacity was 5,945.

Among the Seven wonders of the world, the
Great Pyramid of Giza is the oldest and the
largest. It is just the grandeur of this
structure that intrigues the spectator to
wonder what it was made of and how it was
built.

Sagrada Familia is one of the most renowned
chapels on the planet. It is quite possibly the
most extraordinary and firm bits of
workmanship we have on the planet.

Hoover Dam was built to last 2,000 years;
however, the concrete used to create the
enormous curved structure won't be cured for
another 500 years.
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A fresh coat of 300 tons of reddish green paint
is applied every seven years to the 984-foothigh Eiffel Tower.

Petra is a cultural phenomenon today and also
called the Rose City due to the colour of the
stone from which it is carved; Petra is as
mysterious as it is beautiful.
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Angkor Wat is a stunning sanctuary city that
incites wonder over the old Khmer realm of
current Cambodia. Built in the 12th century, it is
as yet the biggest strict landmark on the planet.

Chichen Itza is considered to be the largest
Mayan city ever built, meaning "at the mouth
of the well of Itza." Pyramids in the centre of
the city are important attractions, as well as
the castle or Kukulcan temple, known as El
Castillo.
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Sustainable Architecture is the future:
The application of design solutions that limit
the negative environmental impact of a built
environment is known as sustainable
architecture. When developing a project,
architects consider the site landscaping,
energy management, and storm water
management, and then use environmentally
friendly technologies and building materials
throughout construction. Passive techniques
are utilized to best manage daylighting and
natural ventilation and go a long way in
decreasing energy requirements for the
building, such as considering sun direction
and being mindful about window design as
well as other operational activities. Thermal

mass techniques can be utilized to harness
solar energy in specific conditions. In such
scenarios, thick walls collect heat from the
sun during the day and allow it to enter the
structure at night. Architects engage with
mechanical and electrical specialists to create
environmentally friendly electrical, plumbing,
HVAC, and other systems. Architects boost
the ante on sustainability by prioritizing
purchasing steel, lumber, concrete, and
finishing goods like carpet and furnishings
from companies that use environmentally
responsible manufacturing practices or
recycled materials.

Trends in home automation and start technologies:
Smart homes are on their way to being as
smart as humans, thanks to machine
learning. Many experts think that the phrase
"smart houses" is overused and may
overestimate the technology's capabilities.
Sure, you can operate internet-connected
items from your phone or iPad, but is that
really smart? To be fair, 'connected
dwellings' might be a better term to use here.
We are, nevertheless, on our way to living in
really "smart" homes. To make decisions

based on human-like reasoning, the devices in
development would use complex algorithms
that support machine learning, artificial
intelligence, and natural language processing.
Although many gadgets now use these
technologies to modify their settings to the
patterns shown by individuals who use them,
the next decade is expected to see even more
advancement in their cognitive skills. The
remote control, on the other hand, does not
appear to be a cutting-edge technology.

Refurbishment is the new trend:
Adaptive reuse and renovations have
progressively
been
a
distinguishing
component of contemporary architecture
over the last year, with established practices
continuing to support the transformation of
existing structures. The idea of giving existing
buildings new life has been embraced as the
premise for a more sustainable practice, but
also as a means of reinforcing cities' urban
and cultural identities. From the renovation
of landmark structures to the adaptive reuse
of obsolete facilities, the idea of giving
existing buildings new life has been embraced

as the premise for a more sustainable
practice, but also as a means of reinforcing
the urban and cultural identity of cities. The
Barbican Centre is undergoing a major
restoration, and the City of London
Corporation has announced the five selected
teams for the project, which include firms
such as BIG, Diller Scofidio + Renfro, Adjaye
Associates, and Asif Khan Studio. The cultural
facility at the heart of the namesake postwar
housing estate in central London was the
subject of an international competition with
the goal of preserving its past.

Green Buildings - A Step towards Environmental Protection:
The green structure can be named
conservative structure which manages
environmental issues inside or outside the
structure premises. These regular issues join
essentialness viability dares to save
imperativeness, water assurance and
abatement in water use, indoor air quality,
building
air
ventilation
and
light,
diminishment
of
pollutions,
better
prosperity, decrease in heat island and
albedo impacts. The metropolitan networks
going up against normal issues have started

getting green structure thoughts as a phase
towards ecological assurance. The creators of
the current paper have momentarily
managed the meaning of green structures
close by the normal strides to be taken in
making green constructions and the ensuing
benefits there from. Green structure might
be theoretically characterized as the
apparatus of expanding proficiency of
structures assets as energy, water and
materials while lessening building impacts on
human wellbeing and the climate.
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A principle of architectural design is the interior:
The rule of design is the making of an
"inside" or an inside. There are three layers
of importance engaged with detaching and
characterizing a space as an "inside": the
floor/earth, the divider/world, the roof/sky.
The three joined comprise and characterize
a specific adaptation of the original "inside":
the room. Each compositional inside,
however, is simultaneously a shut space, on
itself, and simultaneously addresses and
connects with an "outside" or to the World.
The start and guideline of design is the
formation of an "inside". To abide or to
reside and to be established, it very well

might be adequate to stamp a spot and make
a middle. Raising a fantastic stone, naming a
mountain, or painting the dividers of a secret
cavern can get the job done to proper and
"refine" the wild and transform it into a
"world". One can live without building. But a
work of engineering accomplishes something
beyond mark a spot. It makes, furthermore,
an "inside": it isolates an outlined space from
its current circumstance and transforms it
into an "inside". Man doesn't just reside in a
World, yet in addition in a "home" (a "house",
a city, a country) that connects with the
World as an "inside" does to an "Outside".

3D Building Façade Reconstruction Using Deep Learning:
As of late, propels in PC equipment,
illustrations delivering calculations and PC
vision have empowered the use of 3D
structure reproductions in the fields of
archeological
design
rebuilding
and
metropolitan preparation. This paper
manages the remaking of practical 3D models
of structures façades, in the metropolitan
climate for social legacy. The proposed
approach is an expansion of our past work in
this exploration point, which presented a
system for precise 3D reasonable façade
recreation by characterizing and taking

advantage of a connection between
stereoscopic picture and tachometry
information. In this work, we reuse notable
profound brain network structures in the
fields of picture division and single picture
profundity expectation, for the errands of
façade primary component recognition,
profundity point-cloud age and projection
assessment, fully intent on mitigating
downsides in our past plan, bringing about an
all the more light-weight, strong, adaptable
and financially savvy plan.

Marble's beauty in interiors and facades:
At the point when we approach the historical
backdrop of engineering and model, it is
inescapable that we discuss marble.
Beginning from a compound response in
limestone when presented to high tensions
and temperatures for millennia. Its
extraction, without help from anyone else, is
now a scene. The extraction interaction
happens in nature holds in huge rough
mountains and is executed by proficient
groups and hardware intended for the
movement. In spite of the fact that marble
extraction leaves a critical ecological effect,

nearly everything separated is in the long run
utilized. Huge parts are utilized for greater,
more expressive tasks, while excess pieces
can be utilized in the plan of clearing blocks
or for the production of granilites and
marmorites. Indeed, even marble powder
can be utilized to expand the actual
properties of underlying squares. There are 4
fundamental sorts of completions for marble:
Crude, Polished, Tumbled, and Brushed.
Marble clients ought to continuously apply a
sap to the stone with the goal that all
porosities and normal flaws can be covered.

The new type of marble is made from human teeth and bones:
Specialists at Princeton University's
Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering have found that hydroxyapatite,
the essential compound found in human
teeth and bones, can be utilized to assist
with protecting the state of marble, which is
inclined to breaking and disintegrating
because of the impacts of contamination and
the climate. Being made out of the mineral
calcite, marble normally responds with a
phosphate salt water answer for make the

hydroxyapatite. The water enters and
reinforces the stone via fixing breaks from
the inside, without influencing its tone or
reflectivity. Hydroxyapatite is additionally
non-poisonous and simple to apply, adding
for its potential benefits as another sealant
for marble. It likewise produces results in no
less than 24 hours of use. Princeton's
examination group is also trying whether the
compound is reinforced with the expansion
of liquor and electric flows. With the help.
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